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LYXOR comments on the Central Bank of Ireland’s Discussion paper on
Exchange Traded Funds

Preliminary remarks
Lyxor Asset Management (“Lyxor”) is one of Europe's largest ETF managers with AUM of close to EUR 63 billion
(ETFs & Indexing). Lyxor wholly-owned by Societe Generale and composed notably of two subsidiaries1 2 is a
European asset management specialist, an expert in all investment styles, active, passive or alternative. From ETFs
to multi-management, with EUR 123.8 billion under management and advisory, Lyxor creates innovative investment
solutions to meet the long-term challenges of managing savings. Thanks to its experts and its engineering tradition
and research, Lyxor combines search for performance and risk management.
Lyxor welcomes the occasion given to comment on the Central Bank of Ireland’s consultation on ETFs. French
ETFs amount to 78 983 millions € which represent 14.2% of the European domiciled ETFs as of the fist quarter
2017. Our market is the third producer of ETFs in Europe, knowing that the top 5 domiciliating European countries
account for 98.9% of the market.
The mutual fund industry and ETFs have known high increases in the assets under management which is one of
the reasons of the continuous scrutiny of regulators.
Funds in general (including ETFs) have been the object of continuous sectoral oversight and regulation as well as
systemic scrutiny. ETFs in particular have regulalry attracted the attention of regulators with numerous consultations
and subsequent rule making (“ESMA guidelines on ETFs and other UCITS issues” issued in December 2012,
IOSCO’s “Principles for the Regulation of Exchange Traded Funds” released in June 2013 for instance). In addition,
ETFs are regulated as mutual funds and are subject as such to tight sectoral regulation. Asset management
techniques are also governed by specific rules such as EMIR for derivatives or SFTR for efficient portfolio
management techniques.
Lyxor believes that continuous scrutiny is welcome to check/understand the market evolution and eventually help
ensure that no new issues arrised within the time passing. This means that we believe that at this stage there is no
need in the European ETF space of further rule making. Lyxor strongly encourages regulators to envisage,
especially in our domain which is overly regulated, such scrutiny/discussion as a check tool that may very well
necessitate no action. We also believe that asset management techniques used by European funds (including
ETFs) such as swap/synthetic structures or security lending schemes are now well known and constitue subjects
that have been already explored in the past. We do not see any merit in potential reopening of discussions of such
aspects.
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Regarding more specifically matters dealt in the current DP, Lyxor expresses the following main remarks:


Lyxor notes that the DP is based on academic research work and that it includes lots of examples and
statements. However, conclusions seem not to be always drawn in relation to the topic analysed and thus
appear to be disproportionate to the purported issue. This is the case for some topics (especially section I)
where no clear conclusion emerges from the CBI analysis (it seems indeed there is no issue) but CBI
suggests all the same some regulatory evolutions with no clear link with the analysed topic.



Lyxor observes that CBI mentions issues that have already been analysed and regulated recently by the
European regulators (for instance “ESMA Guidelines on ETFs and other UCITS issues” as of December
2012). While it may be useful to depict all aspects so as to get the “big picture” on ETFs, the industry does
not see any merit to go further and “re-open” for discussion some unnecessary debates (from instance
liquidity and correlation issues for collateral, or risks within physical and swap-based ETFs).



Regarding the analysis of ETF structures (Section II), Lyxor would like to highlight that the paper gives the
impression of imbalance in the way physical and synthetic ETFs are analysed, which would be detrimental
to the comprehension of the aforementioned ETF structures. Indeed, in comparison to swaps, there is less
mention of securities lending (mentioned once with the same concern as forex hedging techniques) and its
impact in terms of risks and liquidity. We all know that securities lending is an important management
activity that needs to be analysed in the same way as the use of derivatives in a swap-based ETF. As
ESMA concluded in the ESMA’s 2012 Guidelines, both physical and swap-based replications have to be
analysed in parallel. We strongly believe there is no need of new regulatory safeguards, but if decided,
there should be an equivalent effect for both derivatives structures and those using securities lending.
o

Counterparty risk has to be emphasized in the same way for both replications. A distortion of
treatment might lead to a wrong understanding of risks by the investors. For the sake of example,
in § 88-89 (Section II), the risk of under-collateralization is only mentioned in a synthetic model,
whereas this risk is shared also in the physical replication, where securities lending can represent
up to 100 per cent of the net asset value of many EU-domiciled ETFs. Similarly, the risk of
permanent capital impairment noted in § 90 is not only related to synthetic ETF but also and in the
same extent to physical ETFs.

o

Collateral risk as highlighted in § 101 is to same way and extent linked both to physical and
synthetic ETFs. Then, why elaborating on the collateral risk raised from swap models while ignoring
a description of the risks connected to physical models? It is another illustration of the impression
given by the DP’s wording of a certain unequal and discriminatory treatment between synthetic and
physical models. Similarly, in § 114, the risk of correlation of the collateral received by the ETF from
the counterparty is only seen by the CBI as being linked to unfunded swaps, whereas this risk
exists also in the physical replication.

o

Liquidation of the collateral in case of failure of the counterparty as described in § 115 and 116 is
not only an option in the case of synthetic ETFs but also an option for physical ETFs entering into
securities lending transactions.



ETFs are based on an index. The DP does not elaborate enough about the index aspects such as
composition, quality, liquidity etc., and Lyxor thinks those are issues to look at. For instance, the liquidity of
the underlying is key. An ETF does not give any additional liquidity guarantee on the ETF underlying
(“Liquidity at all costs” does not exist).



It should be mentioned that spreads change over time. Also, from an economic perspective, they represent
transaction related costs similar to those accounted for in entry/exit fees or swing pricing.

Remarks by section
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Section I
A. Is public disclosure of the identity of APs and OLPs of an ETF of benefit and should regulators have a
clearer view of the interconnectedness of the AP / OLP ecosystem? Should remuneration models of OLPs
(and if relevant APs) be disclosed?
The list of APs, OLPs and other market makers is already public. ETF providers do publish this information on
marketing materials and/or on their websites. ETF providers usually have a large number of APs, OLPs and market
makers.
Lyxor definitely rejects the disclosure of remuneration data for several reasons among which:
it is not a cost paid by the final investor as listing costs (including OLP remuneration) are borne by the asset
manager (who appoints a market maker (OLP) to list and provide bid/offer quotes for its products);
the remuneration may change over time;
the model may vary from one provider to another.
In addition, with synthetic ETF the main OLP may also be the main swap counterparty of the ETF and in this case
for example interconnectedness between this OLP and the fund (i.e. OLP being the swap counterparty) is a good
thing : as the swap counterparty, the OLP has an incentive to offer tight bid/offer spread.
Public disclosure of the identity of APs and OLPs is not a problem as such. It could be seen as an improvement of
ETF transparency, which is positive from an ETF provider’s perspective.
Regarding interconnectedness of the Authorized Participants and the Official Liquidity Provider ecosystem, we
agree with the distinction made in the discussion paper.
Finally, regarding remuneration models, we see no added value in making them public. Indeed, it is suitable to
maintain confidentiality on these elements that have no impact on the costs borne by final investors. Therefore,
transparency here seems neither useful, nor appropriate.

B. Transparency is described as the feature which enables a tight secondary market price (by comparison
to net asset value) to be maintained. It also provides certainty to investors in terms of exposure achieved
through the ETF. It might be the case that there are other mechanisms which achieve the same goal as
transparency? If ETFs are not transparent does this have unintended consequences?
We certainly see merit in transparency. However, regarding portfolio composition of ETFs, we would like to
underline that complete transparency is not necessarily suitable, notably on actively managed ETFs. For passively
managed ones, transparency is granted at the index level. Complete transparency should only be granted to final
investor on exposure and costs of the ETF. However, we may see merit in providing APs and OLPs with a higher
degree of transparency on other issues in order to ensure an optimal functioning of the ETF’s setup, in the interest
of final investors.

C. Is the idea of secondary market investors dealing directly with an ETF when the AP arrangements breakdown
unworkable in practice or unnecessary? Is there a better way of enabling secondary market investors to dispose of
their ETF shares at a price close to the next calculated net asset value when secondary market liquidity is impaired?
This idea, which is already technically implemented through ESMA’s guidelines appears to be positive even if it is
complex to implement in practice. However, it should be kept in mind that such a mechanism would be useful to
face technical issues blocking the secondary market, but would not solve issues arising due to liquidity issues on
the underlying securities of an ETF.

D. Should ETFs warn investors that the ETF may temporarily become a closed-ended fund in certain market
conditions? Would requiring an ETF to remain open-ended in a stressed market be disadvantageous to
existing investors or have other unintended consequences?
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ETFs are by nature open-ended funds providing exposure to a basket of underlying securities. Should these
securities no longer be tradable under certain market conditions, the transfer of liquidity operated at the primary
market level by the creation/redemption mechanism could no longer take place. It would therefore be detrimental
to existing investors that the fund remains open-ended, given that creations could no longer be covered by the
purchase of underlying securities (and/or redemptions can no longer be covered by the sale of these securities)
because of the lack of tradable prices.
Under market conditions negatively impacting the liquidity of underlying instruments, or causing these to be no
longer tradable, it is natural that the ETF becomes a closed-ended fund – until conditions return to normal or the
fund can be liquidated.
Investors should be made aware that such a situation can arise. Lyxor has already introduced such disclosures in
the prospectus, which detail for instance that under certain market circumstances no Net Asset Value will be
published for the fund, triggering in turn a suspension of creations and redemptions. As mentioned under question
N below, and for the avoidance of doubt, it should always be kept in mind that an ETF manager is not in a position
to be responsible in case of secondary market disruption. In such a context, the asset manager, pursuant to ESMA
guidelines (2014/937) could only be in a position to accept subscription and redemption orders from final investors.

E. Is it correct to permit share classes to be structured having regard to the operational concerns of APs
and the impact this may have on secondary market pricing? Are there factors (other than those noted
above) that could be relevant to ETF structuring?
Such flexibility is welcome from our point of view, as it may improve functioning of the ETF without disrupting the
necessary fair treatment between shareholders.

F. What are the benefits or disadvantages of permitting listed and unlisted share classes within the same
investment fund? Do listed and unlisted share classes create unfairness as between investors in the same
investment fund and if so, can these be mitigated or addressed?
Here again, flexibility is welcome and we see no inconvenience in permitting listed share-classes and unlisted ones
within the same fund. Fair treatment between shareholders is granted as long as shareholders invested within the
same share class are equally treated in equivalent circumstances. On the contrary, investors in different share
classes may receive different treatment in some aspects, in accordance with the legal documentation of the fund.

Section II
G. Are conflicts of interest rules effective for dealing with concentrations of activities within an ETF
provider’s financial group (e.g. group entities could act as promoter, investment manager, AP and swap
counterparty or SFT counterparty)? Are other approaches worthy of consideration?
Already existing rules on conflicts of interest are effective for all types of funds, ETFs included. These entities (ETF
promoter, AP, swap counterparty etc.) refer to very distinct activities inside each group and their organization does
not engender new potential risks of conflicts of interests than already analyzed by the European regulators.
Transparency is given to investors on the entities that interact to ensure the ETF’s functioning.
UCITS legal frameworks, ESMA Guidelines on ETFs and other UCITS and EMIR/SFTR regulations already regulate
the European ETF business. Conflicts of interest have been strictly regulated by the UCITS regulations, in particular
potential conflicts of interests between manager/swap counterparty/lending agent is managed and properly
mitigated by the best execution obligation.
ETF asset managers are regulated entities that have to comply with strict best execution rules. Swap counterparties
are selected through a Request for Proposal - RFP (that encompasses the swap aspect but may also include other
services such as market making as the case may be), and entities are selected on numerous criteria so as to ensure
investors’ best interests and accordingly with best execution principle described by the asset manager. The fund
legal documentation (fund’s prospectus for instance) mentions the RFP procedure and the swap counterparty
selection process is disclosed either in the prospectus or on the asset manager website.
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In addition, we would like to insist on the fact that ETF providers have put in place internal guidelines in terms of
risks management as well as disclosure to investors (management rules, securities lending policy, swap
management, risks data etc.) on their website. In addition to the applicable regulations, ETF providers apply selfimposed best practices. Indeed, ETF providers improved their disclosure rules and practices over time, so as to
take clients’ expectations into consideration. The ETF space is a highly competitive sector leading the ETF providers
to constantly adapt to the ETF market needs and apply a high degree of transparency.

H. Are multiple counterparties necessary, or appropriate for ETFs? Could they expose ETFs to unintended
risks and consequences?
Lyxor believes there is no specific issue relative to the number of counterparties or unintended risks.
First, it is because counterparties’ issues ultimately refer to counterparty risk. On that field, several regulations are
in place, including the recent implemented EMIR regulation that is meant to reduce counterparty risk.
Synthetic ETF providers choose their swap counterparties through a best selection/execution process (RFP). These
counterparties (even single counterparties sometimes) are high quality counterparties with a high rating. In addition,
synthetic ETF providers may have set internal rules in terms of swap management and disclosure, such as:
-

daily reset: where the counterparty risk level is set at zero each end of day (whereas UCITS requires to
apply a 10% limit per counterparty) with assets’ buying/selling in order to reach this target
disclosure of the assets of the fund
strict guidelines in terms of assets quality (application of the ESMA’s Guidelines pertaining to items such
as quality, liquidity, daily pricing, diversification).

These best practices lower the risk to a minimum, going beyond what is required. In unfunded swaps, the structure
used by Lyxor, ETFs’ assets bought/sold from/to the swap counterparty/ies belong to the fund and are kept on
segregated accounts at the custodian.

I. Some academic research suggests that if a synthetic ETF experiences counterparty default, the synthetic
ETF is more likely to be able to deliver the performance of its underlying index if the collateral received is
correlated to that index. Should collateral received (where a funded model is used) or securities purchased
(where an unfunded model is used) be correlated to the index being tracked? Is this practical, particularly
for example where the index tracked by an ETF is comprised of securities which may be relatively expensive
to access? Is collateral quality sufficiently regulated and disclosed?
First of all, it has to be mentioned that the idea of requiring correlation between collateral received and the index
was introduced in ESMA’s Consultation Paper of Sept. 2011 but it was finally abandoned: it clearly appeared that
such correlation did not bring additional security to the existing requirements. Moreover, requiring a correlation
between collateral and index would jeopardize the benefit of using portfolio management/optimization techniques.
In case of securities lending transactions (used by physical ETFs), the benefit of the securities lending would be
lost if securities received as collateral by the fund were identical or similar to those lent. The same applies for
synthetic ETFs: Outperformance generated by total return swap would be alleviated or aborted with no added
benefit.
As of today we do not consider that provisions on the quality and the type of assets constituting the collateral should
be further developed as proposed by the CBI. ESMA Guidelines already provide for stringent collateral requirements
for UCITS, and we consider that they are sufficient.
Secondly, it is important to remind that counterparty risk is present in both ETF structures: with the use of securities
lending in physical ETFs and with the use of the total return swap in synthetic ETFs. As with any efficient portfolio
technique used by funds, the collateral received with these OTC transactions represents a second layer defense,
a ‘safety portfolio’ that is meant to be sold immediately in case of the OTC counterparty’s default. Obviously, this
applies to a swap but also to a securities lending transaction. Therefore, the analysis and correlation proposal
underlined in the DP is flawed and has no meaning if understood as a specific case for synthetic ETFs. We fully
disagree with considering only synthetic ETFs in this approach.
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All that said, what is the purpose of collateral? Collateral is provided to secure a claim and should not be confused
with portfolio assets. Collateral is not meant to become a portfolio asset and is expected to be highly liquid since it
has to be sold quickly and efficiently.
Let’s take the case of a non-investment grade bond AIF that uses EPMs such as reverse repos. No one would
expect in a high yield debt portfolio to secure a reverse repo with high yield debt merely because the fund is invested
in HY or junk bonds.
The correlation issue of the collateral is linked with the counterparty, because a high correlation would de facto limit
the second layer security offered by the concept of collateral. Requiring correlation between the assets of the
portfolio and the collateral is in fact requiring roughly the same thing on both sides of the deal. This changes radically
the economy of the instrument.
The ESMA Guidelines on ETFs and other UCITS issued in 2012 defined a list of criteria applicable to all collateral
of UCITS funds in box 43, both for OTC derivatives and securities lending transactions: liquidity, valuation, issuer
credit liquidity, diversification and correlation. It is stated that “the collateral received by the UCITS should be issued
by an entity that is independent from the counterparty and is expected not to display a high correlation with the
performance of the counterparty”. We fully agree with this requirement since the risk relies on the economic direct
link with the counterparty.
Now, what are the risks of having collateral that differs very much from the index portfolio? There is only one risk:
the risk of not respecting the counterparty risk limit: if the market moves in different directions very strongly, the
counterparty risk limits (5% or 10% by counterparty) could be breached. In fact, counterparty risk limits create an
incentive for the ETF manager to request some collateral that is well correlated to the index that is replicated. And
we see that in practice: equity ETFs have collateral equity, bond ETF have bond collateral. There could be some
natural tendency to use collateral that is correlated to the index that is replicated, but in no case this should be a
requirement.
Regulations in terms of correlation could have a negative effect, because it is in the best interest of investors to give
the manager some flexibility in order to optimize the return of his fund. For example, in a securities lending
transaction, the fund manager may prefer, in some instances, in order to respect the counterparty limits at all times,
to have some over-collateralization, but some badly correlated assets. For another fund, the fund manager may
prefer to have well correlated asset, but to be closer to the counterparty limit.
It is also not always possible to have a collateral that is close to the index. For example, this is not possible for
commodities indices (according to UCITS diversification rules). There are also cases where it may be easier and
preferred by investors, to have a collateral that is not linked to the index; for example, in ETFs indexed on emerging
markets indices. In this case having a correlated collateral consisting of emerging securities would significantly
increase costs and risks. There are also often tax considerations to take into consideration and that make it more
appropriate to use a specific collateral.
We strongly believe that the current regulation on these matters is sufficient. If nevertheless collateral rules were to
be further developed, the only sensible requirement could be that the collateral should at least be of an equivalent
or better quality than that of the index being tracked. In this situation, an ETF tracking an emerging market index
could have collateral comprising the securities from the same index or developed market securities but at the same
time an ETF tracking a developed market index could not be backed by collateral comprising emerging market
securities.
Finally, there is no reason and no added value in making a case of synthetic ETFs or adding rules on the
management of collateral. There are sufficient regulatory safeguards.

Section III
J. Are active strategies appropriate for “housing” in an ETF structure and if so, is there a limit to the type
of strategy that would be appropriate? If the ETF structure provides opportunities for managers to achieve
scale is there a downside to this where the strategy is active (or, if scale is achieved, its potential impact is
not otherwise capable of being ascertained)?
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Lyxor thinks active strategies may be “housed” in an ETF structure. It should be underlined that the European
regulatory authorities, (ESMA in particular), share this view. Indeed, ESMA’s guidelines (2014/937) clearly state
that it is possible to create actively managed ETFs. Regarding the possible limits in terms of types of strategies,
Lyxor’s view is that it is the asset manager’s role and responsibility to determine whether or not a strategy can be
implemented through an ETF structure. One of the key elements to be taken into consideration should be the
liquidity of the assets in which the ETF invests.

K. Similar to the question posed in Section I, is portfolio transparency fundamental to the nature of an ETF
or are there are other mechanisms which achieve the same goal as transparency? In the context of an
active ETF, is transparency essential in order to achieve a liquid market and to facilitate efficiency in
pricing?
Lyxor considers that real time public transparency of the basket of any actively managed UCITS ETF would trigger
negative consequences for the managers and shareholders of such active fund that may lead to its closure (as
explained hereafter). As alternative routes Lyxor notably considers to (i) continue to give transparency to the Market
makers (in order to ensure fair and clear pricings on the secondary markets) and to check regulations about
confidentiality/ “Chinese walls” at the market maker level (in order to ensure proper use of the information received)
and (ii) give transparency about the ETF investment portfolio to the relevant regulators.


Transparency about the investment portfolio at the level of the Market Maker

As a matter of principle for any ETF product, the Market maker is a key actor involved in the liquidity management
of the ETF secondary market and as such, is clearly identified in the prospectus of any considered UCITS ETF (in
the section dedicated to the key actors involved in the ETF management & distribution). On a regulatory point of
view, according to ESMA guidelines 2014/937/EN, a market maker shall ensure that the stock exchange value of
the units of any considered UCITS ETF does not significantly vary from its net asset value or where applicable its
indicative net asset value (i.e. the measure of the intraday value of the net asset value of a UCITS ETF based on
the most up-to-date information).
In order to properly fulfill its role as described above and to bring liquidity on the stock exchanges, the market maker
enters into market making agreements with the relevant stock exchanges (“MM Agreements”). According to such
MM Agreements, any relevant market maker will be committed to place buy &sell orders through the order book
(for certain sizes) over the considered Stock exchange during normal trading hours.
In order to ensure that prices provided by market makers are fair, objective and reflect the right up to date value of
the share or units of any considered ETF, the market maker must have access to the fund investment portfolio.
With such information, the market maker will be in capacity to assess, in real time, the actualized value of the ETF
assets and, as a consequence, the value of the shares or units of the ETF that it buys/sells on the market according
to its market making commitments.
With such proper transparency, market maker will propose narrowed spreads and as a consequence, fair buy &
sell prices in the order book of the applicable stock exchange. By virtue of the above, such fair prices will benefit to
the end investors when they place orders in such stock exchange order book and will so contribute to the efficiency
of the market animation & related liquidity of the ETF.
Market makers are part of the ETF’s contractors / service providers, along with the ETF custodian, the Trustee and
the Administrator. As such, Market Makers are legitimately entitled to benefit from the transparency on the ETFs
basket in order to perform their duties towards the ETF, in the same manner as Custodians, Trustees or
Administrators benefit from this same transparency to perform their own duties.
As a consequence, as the Custodian / Trustee / Administrator of UCITS funds benefit from the transparency on the
UCITS they take care of without breaching the fair treatment of investors, then the Market Makers should be able
to benefit from the same level of transparency without breaching the fair treatment of investors.


The justification of existing transparency regarding the exposure of index-replicating ETFs and its
to actively managed ETFs
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To our view, this justification is connected to the client promise which is made to the – investor seeking for index
investments.
Investors buying passive, index-replicating ETFs are seeking to get exposure to a particular financial index. When
such investors have determined their most appropriate financial index, such investor then seek to find the most
suitable ETF. However, due to the variety of replication techniques and the numerous UCITS ETF existing on in
Europe, there is a need for the Asset Manager to demonstrate that their ETFs are replicating accurately the relevant
underlying index. In that respect, providing with a portion of the ETF financial exposure is a marketing endeavor
from the investment manager intended to help some investor determining if the ETFs are adequately replicating the
financial index they have elected. This transparency is usually part of wider marketing disclosures, along with much
more sophisticated indicators such as the tracking error.
Is the above demonstration applicable to actively managed ETFs? In order to answer such question, we would like
to analyze the investment mechanisms in active funds. The investment process is actively managed fund is not
intended to purchase a financial index (if it would be the case, then investors would opt for cheaper ETF instead),
but to purchase a financial expertise; a know-how and the perspective of absolute return. In that respect, providing
investors with the transparency of an actively managed fund, does not help in determining if such actively managed
fund is suitable for its investment.
As a conclusion, we think that the transparency that can be observed in the field of index-replicating ETFs is
intended at helping some investors making appropriate investment decisions. This is however not applicable to
actively managed funds, because investments into such funds are not based on the same reasons.



Impact assessment of new transparency requirements and alternative routes
o

Active UCITS ETF are at major risk if portfolio transparency is requested

As a foreword, actively managed funds are part of a competition field where the differentiation criteria between
players is the performance of their respective funds, net of all the fees. In order to reach the higher performances,
Asset Managers are investing heavily into research and development and keep on innovating in order for their
products to have the best track record possible. Then, such expertise will develop the managers’ reputation, driving
new investments, and allowing the manager to invest more into research and development in a virtuous circle. The
result of such research and development and the underlying of the track records constitute an intellectual property
which is the sole long-term asset of an Asset Manager involved in actively managed funds. The objective of actively
managed ETF is to pursue this virtuous circle by providing investors with intraday liquidity.
We believe that a portfolio transparency would break such virtuous circle. Moreover, we also fear that such
transparency would create a vicious circle for the quality of the management of actively managed ETFs, as
explained below.




Passively managed UCITS ETF replicate financial indices based on public rules and methodologies.
Conversely, actively managed UCITS ETF implement a proprietary investment strategy (not based on a public
existing financial index, but based on management techniques developed by the ETF investment manager).
Management techniques used in that respect could be qualitative and/or quantitative, and, with respect to
quantitative methodologies, these techniques are mostly based on mathematics & financial rules, algorithms
and filters that have been developed internally by asset managers. Those quantitative techniques are generally
proprietary methods that reflect the “know how” and underlying market/finance expertise of the quantitative
employees of the considered asset management firm.
By definition, the above methodologies constitute a real added value for the asset management firm that have
developed/ameliorated those quantitative strategies during years and should not be freely offered to
competitors.



Asset Managers will only use those proprietary quantitative techniques for financial products if confidentiality
about those techniques/algorithms/filters/data is kept during the life of those financial products.



If real time public transparency requirements are requested by regulators with respect to the investment portfolio
of actively managed UCITS ETF, there are major risks for such actively managed ETFs:
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First, any investment manager could very easily mimic any successful actively managed ETF, even if such
copycat does not have robust investment process to fully analyze the investment strategy implemented by
the mimicked actively managed ETF. Such copycats would have decent performance as long as they are
able to mimic their “parent” actively managed fund.



Then, there is a major risk that sophisticated competitors use reverse engineering of such investment
process based on the analysis of the evolutions of ETF investment portfolio over the time. This could
ultimately lead to “arbitrage/front run activities” based on the analysis of the active ETF strategy. The front
runner can anticipate the next basket adjustment of the considered active ETF and as a consequence, use
this information in order to speculate or arbitrate the active ETF on the market, which would be detrimental
to all the investors in the actively managed ETF.

Our view is that if the transparency on the active ETF portfolio is required by regulators, any investment manager
in the field of actively managed funds would avoid implementing its successful strategies into ETFs. On the contrary,
these investment managers would be incentived to implement worthless strategies into active ETFs, and such
product would be created solely for marketing purposes, because ETF popularity is growing. However, the quality
of such products will certainly be poor. To our view, such vicious effect would be detrimental to the whole ETF
industry.
o

Alternative regulatory options can be retained in order to enhance the regulation of actively
managed ETF without creating the major risks described above

If transparency about the ETF investment portfolio is deemed necessary by the regulators, one solution should be
to provide regulators only (i.e. the regulator of the financial manager of the active ETF) with such transparency.
Transparency limited to regulators (on confidential basis, without public information) may address the regulators’
concerns without creating the major risks described in section above.

Section IV
L. Some commentators are concerned that ETFs are tracking indices of underlying stocks which are not
sufficiently liquid to match the intra-day liquidity on the secondary market which the ETF offers. This
statement is quite simplistic and does not, for example, reflect that there may be much secondary market
activity but very little primary market activity. UCITS, including UCITS ETFs, are subject to general liquidity
management rules which should ensure that ETFs track indices of underlying stocks that are sufficiently
liquid to allow the ETF to meet creation and redemption requests. Is this sufficient? What liquidity practices
do ETFs follow? Are there other practices that might be appropriate for ETFs?
As correctly pointed out in the paper, the key element of ETFs in this regard is the AP mechanism, allowing liquidity
transmission between ETFs and underlying securities. We deem the UCITS rules to be sufficient in that regard.

M. One of the potential impacts from greater investment in index-tracking ETFs is decreased informational
efficiency of underlying securities as well as increased non-fundamental volatility of underlying securities.
However, these may not be risks per se or, at any rate, may not be risks that ETF providers or regulators
can mitigate, manage or eliminate. Is this assessment correct or could measures be taken to address this
impact?
Liquidity is indeed a complex concept and assessing the liquidity impact of ETFs/index/beta directional funds
globally may be difficult.
lyxor agrees with the DP’s remark that there is no conclusive evidence at this stage of the impact of ETFs on
informational efficiency or non-fundamental volatility. In addition, ETFs would not be any different from much larger
index funds in that regard, and should be looked at in a similar light.
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N. One of the key issues in the context of support by ETF providers is investor expectation. Investors’ views
about purchasing ETFs and their ability to sell may be informed by whether or not the ETF provider will
support the ETF in the face of stress events. There are, however, divergent views amongst ETF providers
as to whether they would support their ETFs. Is provider support a desirable objective?
First, Lyxor would require clarification on what “support” means: what features does CBI consider under this
wording? To support the market making activity (in finding other market makers/APS) in case of stressed markets?
Or to find an alternative way of disposing ETFs units to the asset manager if there is no secondary market? Or to
provide a kind of financial guarantee to ETF investors if there is a fail/default of an entity in the “ETF
chain/ecosystem”? Lyxor thinks that this section is somewhat unclear.
Second, recent regulations such as EMIR and SFTR help dealing with liquidity risks for ETFs in case of the
counterparty’s default.
If regulatory safeguards were to be envisaged, it should be kept in mind that secondary markets are in no way under
the asset manager’s responsibility. Indeed, trading venues on which ETFs are traded should remain fully
responsible for these aspects, and therefore should ensure they have satisfying and secure rules in this regard.
Last, it should be reminded that ETFs, like any other investment management fund3, are not “guaranteed” funds as
the investor bears the market risk. They do not benefit from a “sponsor support” and no “promise” of that kind is
given to the investor. Lyxor believes that there is no step-in risk in regulated funds (as ETFs are).
In this respect, we would like to recall that asset managers act as agents for clients that pay them to run their money
according to the risk/return profile they agree upon. It is the “promise” of the fund, its investment objective that
informs investors on the risks they take. This means there is no risk on the balance sheet of the asset manager.
Lyxor advocates strongly that the bulk of asset management funds do not constitute a case for step-in risk.
European funds (such as UCITS / locally regulated AIFs such as money market funds or ETFs) benefit from tight
rules (valuation, investment management and risk spreading ratios, asset eligibility restrictions, reporting and
disclosure requirements etc) that are highly protective for investors and cannot be considered as “shadow banking”.

Section V
O. The Central Bank is primarily interested in risks associated with Irish authorised ETFs and European
ETFs more generally yet much of the available academic literature, analysis and data relates to US ETFs.
The concern is that any analysis of Irish authorised and European ETFs may be adversely affected by
reliance on US-centric materials. Is this valid? Are Stakeholders aware of EU ETF specific information that
might lead to different conclusions? Will MIFID II resolve these data issues?
Lyxor clarify that US and European ETFs work differently on certain aspects. As a general remark, and as mentioned
in the answer to question P below, it can be considered that UCITS and MIFID regulatory frameworks create a
satisfying level of investor protection. More specifically, regarding MIFID 2 evolutions, they can be expected as
having positive impact on ETF market in the European Union, notably in terms of data transparency.

P. Does the nature of an ETF have peculiarities (and therefore risks) that neither the UCITS nor MiFID
regulatory frameworks, either in isolation or in conjunction, address and which we have not examined
here?
We consider that the above mentioned pieces of regulation, taken either in isolation or in conjunction, properly
address risks related UCITS funds in general, and ETFs in particular. We also would like to underline that in our
view the present discussion paper globally examines all relevant topics related to ETFs.

3

Lyxor would like to recall that this aspect of « sponsor support » has been analysed in depth with money market funds and that the European
co-legislators decided with the Money Market Fund Regulation released on 30 June this year bans any such « sponsor support » so that investors
do not rely on a false impression of « implicit guarantee » on the fund. Investors in mutual funds (unless they exceptionally offer an explicit
guarantee given by a third party entity prudentially regulated) should always understand that market risks are borne by them
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As a concluding remark, we would like to insist on the fact that checking and analysing aspects of investment funds’
functioning does not automatically mean that the exercise should result in additional regulatory safeguards. We
have an extensive, detailed and comprehensive European regulation that proves resilient.

If you need any further information, please don’t hesitate to contact M. Gregory Berthier at +33 1 58 98 11 92
(gregory.berthier@lyxor.com) or M. Gregoire Blanc at +44 20 7762 5874 (gregoire.blanc@lyxor.com)
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